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the north korean flag is red with a white background. the south korean flag is red with a blue background. as the two countries are separated
by the 38th parallel, the border is still contested. the countries were divided at the end of world war 2. now that the cherry blossoms are

blooming, we get to see the newer korean flower designs. the red blossoms are a distant relative of the cherry and are called the camellia
japonica. they are also known as the korean camellia and are sometimes called the shima no hana (summer flower). the rose in korea is called
the jjimjilbang. it has been associated with korea for as long as 5,000 years. it is thought to be a descendant of the ancient persian rose. the

color range of the jjimjilbang, or korean rose, is vast. the original rose is bright red, the most famous being the jjimjilbang, which is also known
as the flower of the kings. the plum blossom is called sijo and is one of the oldest flowers in korea. there are two different types of plum
blossoms, the japanese and korean plum, and they are the same flower. the japanese plum blooms in the spring and is associated with

japanese culture, and the korean plum blooms in the fall and is associated with korean culture. but the plum blossom has been used in art and
culture throughout the years. artist chosa hong created the design for the korean national flag. kim sung-cheol also designed the flag and

used the plum blossom to show his love for korea. the plum blossom is also a national flower in japan. in japan, the plum blossom is known as
the ayame.
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hongdams uniqueness and passion for his art was recognized by none other than the legendary popeye, who said that hongdam is the guy
who "matches his hands with his heart" and "always gives his best even if he is tired." he also recently appeared on the 100x100 tattoo

project at the seoul museum of art, which features 100 tattoos from 100 artists and seeks to connect korean and western tattoo traditions,
with hongdam's work being featured alongside the work of legendary pop artist and tattoo pioneer charles burns. hongdam started tattooing

in 1991, and quickly became one of the most influential artists of his generation in korea. hongdams art is inspired by music, and his
distinctive designs are instantly recognizable. hongdam is the first artist to tattoo the spiderman character, which is one of the most iconic
characters in the world. the tattoos are sometimes a celebration of his favorite music, or he uses an easy-to-read script font to show off his
pop-culture knowledge. hongdams work is constantly evolving, as he often incorporates traditional korean designs with his western pop-
culture references. after the korean war ended, there was much rebuilding to the cities and infrastructure. what is the main reason for

rebuilding was to adapt to the new environment. the new economy was led by the service industry which was based on the new era of the
information industry. the city of seoul was rebuilt to accommodate the new era and it was the first major rebuilding project. if you're a

beginner, it's not easy to read korean at first. but, as soon as you have understood the korean writing system and the pronunciation of every
word, you'll realize that korean is indeed an easy language to learn compared to other east asian languages like chinese and japanese. so,

why not learn hangeul today 5ec8ef588b
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